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Abstract:
Based on interviews with 100 members of mixed-status families in Los Angeles, California, this article analyzes how US citizen children practice and understand citizenship in the context of punitive laws targeting their loved ones. Participants’ narratives of citizenship as privilege, responsibility, and guilt reveal that despite normative conceptions of citizenship as a universally equal status, citizenship intersects with key social markers to determine the contours and inequalities of substantive citizenship. Specifically, US citizens in mixed-status families make sense of their juridical category when they navigate unrealistic aspirations from relatives; maintain silence about undocumented family members’ legal status; manage their fear of family separation through deportation; and take on financial and logistical responsibilities prematurely to help relatives. In each of these ways, family proves to be a key site for the social and relational production of citizenship.
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Introduction

Currently, over four million children under age 18 are US citizens living in what are known as mixed-status families—with at least one undocumented parent. Legally, the US Constitution procures their citizenship; substantively, however, they are likely to suffer a series of developmental and educational setbacks resulting from obstacles that target their undocumented parents (Capps et al. 2016; Dreby 2015; Suárez-Orozco et al. 2011; Yoshikawa 2011). A few studies examine the legal consciousness of undocumented immigrants (Abrego 2008; 2011; 2018; Menjívar and Lakhani 2016), but we know significantly less about how their US citizen relatives understand and employ their juridical category. Based on findings that arose from a study initially focused primarily on Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) recipients, this article examines the legal consciousness of citizen members of mixed-status families through a relational approach that I argue best captures how substantive citizenship is socially produced within families.

Through its laws and practices, the state misleadingly represents itself as producer and arbiter of normative citizenship, with equal rights for all citizens (Brandzel 2016). The experiences of US citizen children in mixed-status families, however, reveal that much like for other members of marginalized groups, substantive citizenship is contested and unequal. In practice, citizenship has always intersected with race, gender, class, sexuality, disability and other markers of social location to determine the contours of the lived realities of citizenship (Erevelles 2011; Fox 2012; Glenn 2010; Luibhéid 2002). Indeed, legal citizenship was initially only available to one intersectional category: white male property owners (FitzGerald and Cook-Martín 2014; Garcia 1995; Gordon and Lenhardt 2007). Women and people of color have since gained greater legal inclusion, though citizenship arguably still means different levels of access and privilege by race, class, gender, sexuality, and ability. What is distinct about mixed-status families is that the family unit must navigate resources and barriers unevenly within its members based on stratified legal categories (Abrego 2016). Examining their experiences brings into relief that citizenship intersects not only with an individual’s social location, but also with the legal statuses of their family members. The current immigration regime blocks undocumented and temporarily protected immigrants from key educational, employment, and social service opportunities, making it difficult for immigrants and their families to thrive, even when one or some members are US citizens (Menjívar et al. 2016).

I am particularly interested in the legal consciousness—the common sense understandings of the law (Merry 1990)—of US citizen young adults who grew up in mixed-status families. Participants’ narratives of citizenship as guilt, responsibility, and privilege reveal that legal consciousness about citizenship status is centrally and relationally developed through key mechanisms within the family. These include navigating unrealistic aspirations from relatives; maintaining silence about undocumented family members’ legal status; managing their fear of family separation through deportation; and taking on financial and logistical responsibilities prematurely to help relatives. While US citizens’ interactions with the state (Bloemraad 2018), neighbors, police officers, fellow students, teachers, and strangers relationally provide them with information about the meaning of their citizenship in different spaces, the deeply rooted relationships with loved ones most powerfully determine how they make sense of their juridical category.

Immigration Law and Immigrants’ Legal Consciousness

In the contemporary moment, international migration to the United States is marked by punitive immigration laws that, when combined with a hostile sociopolitical climate, produce a criminalized state of illegality—the condition of undocumented immigrants’ legal status and deportability (De Genova 2002;
Menjívar and Kanstroom 2013)—for over 11 million people (Krogstad et al. 2017). Immigration laws currently serve to legitimize society’s harmful treatment of undocumented and temporarily protected immigrants (Menjívar and Abrego 2012). The convergence of immigration law (which historically has been determined through civil and administrative law) with criminal law has opened the door to various structural and symbolic forms of violence against immigrants. In the context of an expanding network of immigrant detention centers, including many run by for-profit prison corporations (Montange 2017), as well as record numbers of deportations, fear and blocked access to mechanisms of social mobility harm immigrants’ short and long-term well-being (Abrego et al. 2017).

Living under these conditions, undocumented immigrants make sense of their place in US society by drawing on lived experiences and popular tropes to counteract the exclusionary language of law and the criminalization they face (Abrego 2008). Their social location, based on gender, generation, and other markers, shapes their legal consciousness and informs how they assert their agency (Abrego 2011). First generation undocumented immigrants, for example, because they migrated as adults and mostly participate within the social institution of work, develop a legal consciousness that is rooted in fear of being detained and deported (Abrego 2011). This prevents many from making work-related claims or participating in collective demands for greater inclusion (Gleeson 2012). On the other hand, 1.5 generation undocumented immigrants who migrate as children may develop a legal consciousness based on stigma when they study in US schools and come to understand that despite sharing similar experiences as their peers, their legal status blocks them from work and educational opportunities as they reach adulthood (Abrego 2011; Gonzales 2011). Without the social support to overcome stigma, their legal consciousness may also prevent 1.5 generation undocumented immigrants from demanding rights.

Legal consciousness, however, is fluid. Produced through a dialectical process between laws and social life, legal consciousness adapts to make sense of new tropes and experiences (Ewick and Silbey 1998; Hernandez 2010). In some cases, even though they are officially “outside of the law” (Motomura 2014), undocumented and other immigrants with temporary forms of legal status develop a legal consciousness of resistance that empowers them to enact practices of citizenship (Abrams 2014; Patler 2017; Schwiertz 2016; Zimmerman 2015). Whether because they are claiming rights, resisting unjust policies of exclusion, or effectuating political subjectivities that resist the power of the nation-state, immigrants can construct a form of citizenship based on “an enactment of membership in a cultural and political community” (Zimmerman 2015: 28). They develop a legal consciousness that highlights their positive social contributions to engage politically outside of the electoral system to participate in civic life and democracy in ways traditionally considered to apply only to citizens (Abrams 2014; Chacón 2018; Coll 2010; Coutin 2000; Gonzales 2013; Negrán-Gonzales 2014; 2015; Pallares 2014).

Importantly, legal consciousness is also relational (Chua and Engel 2017). Individuals do not acquire legal consciousness in a vacuum; rather they do so as members of social networks and in relation to how others in their social groups experience the law. For example, DACA recipients in mixed-status families who gain spatial and economic mobility also develop legal consciousness that reflects renewed optimism, while their families who benefit by association gain independence and collective confidence (Abrego 2018). We know little, however, about how citizens in those families develop their own legal consciousness about their juridical category. In line with previous studies on legal consciousness (Abrego 2008; 2011; 2018; Engel and Muenger 2003; Ewick and Silbey 1998; Hernandez 2010; Hoffmann 2003; Merry 1990; Nielsen 2000), here I am also interested in how legal consciousness may inform people’s agency.
Citizenship and Mixed-Status Families

From a normative perspective, citizenship determines “who is a member of the modern state, who can participate, and what form that can take” (Rocco 2014: xxviii). Full membership presumes equal rights across a number of realms. For example, citizens should all have equal civil (rule of law, personal liberties), political (participation in the formal political process through vote), and social (access to education, economic welfare) rights (Marshall 2013). Normative citizenship should also produce identity that is centrally anchored in law and policy, along with a sense of membership and feelings of belonging (Bloemraad 2006; Bosniak 2006). Marginalized groups of citizens, however, have historically and contemporarily been systematically excluded from resources, rights, and protections across all realms of citizenship based on their racial, ethnic, gender, sexuality, class, and ability backgrounds (Brandzel 2016; Engel and Munger 2003; Glenn 2002; Oboler 2006; Roberts 1997; Roberts 1998; Rocco 2014). Unequal rights in any realm of citizenship, moreover, make it difficult to achieve or maintain a reasonable level of well-being (Getrich 2008).

To better theorize the structural inequalities that deeply stratify the category of citizenship, researchers have developed concepts such as substantive citizenship, that captures “the actual ability to exercise rights of citizenship” (Glenn 2002: 53); insurgent citizenship to document how economically disenfranchised members of the polity come to demand greater rights (Holston 2009); and associative citizenship to account for the racialization and exclusionary inclusion of Latino citizens in the US (Rocco 2014). Building on this line of research, I am interested in exploring the dialectical relationship between structural inequalities that shape citizenship and US citizens’ legal consciousness of citizenship. The concept of legal consciousness allows me to consider both the power of laws and the complexities of social life that together inform people’s interpretation of their juridical status.

The nation-state, through its immigration policies, confers legal statuses that centrally and unevenly determine an immigrant’s life chances. These legal status distinctions establish inequalities across a number of social institutions—including education, employment, and social services—that affect individuals and families (Menjívar et al. 2016). On a spectrum of various immigration legal statuses, citizenship is certainly the juridical category granted the most rights and protections. From a legal consciousness perspective, therefore, citizenship should presumably inspire a sense of belonging and legal entitlement to all resources exclusively available to citizens. And yet, as Suzanne Oboler argues, “the meaning of citizenship is best defined as a collectively lived sense of belonging—a sense of being ‘home,’ a sense of one’s place, born primarily from daily life participation in the public sphere” (Oboler foreword in Rocco 2014: xiii). I draw on this notion of a collective experience of citizenship—and more specifically, a relational, family-based experience—to interrogate the legal consciousness of US citizens when their loved ones are targeted by punitive immigration policies.4

In this article, mixed-status families refers to household units with immigrant members with different legal statuses, that may include undocumented immigrants, DACA recipients, Temporary Protected Status (TPS) holders, Legal Permanent Residents, a number of humanitarian statuses, and US citizens. Currently, despite a decline in the number of undocumented immigrants in the United States to roughly 11 million, the number of mixed-status families continues to grow when undocumented immigrants have US-born children (Krogstad et al. 2017). Between 2009-2013, there were over five million children under age 18 living with at least one undocumented parent (Capps et al. 2016; Capps et al. 2015). Of those, 4.1 million (or roughly 79%) are US citizens (Capps et al. 2016). Notably, in many mixed-status families, parents migrate after having children in their country of origin. When these families are able to live together in the United States, it is likely that older siblings are undocumented or only
temporarily protected while younger siblings are US citizens by birth (Capps et al. 2016: 4).

Arguably, the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, established by President Obama in 2012, also created a new form of mixed-status families when it provided access to limited rights for some undocumented 1.5 generation immigrants. Along with being deemed low priority for deportation, beneficiaries gained access to work permits and state-issued IDs that benefited them and their families (Batalova et al. 2014; Gonzales et al. 2014; Pérez 2014; Wong et al. 2013). Given the age restrictions for DACA eligibility and the demographics of mixed-status families (Capps et al. 2016), the 800,000 DACA beneficiaries shifted the make-up of mixed-status families that now include fewer undocumented immigrants (who currently have temporary protections), along with their undocumented parents and, sometimes, US citizen younger siblings.

Whether documented, undocumented, or recipients of DACA, children growing up with undocumented parents are likely to face a series of structural challenges set in place by immigration laws and social welfare policies (Menjívar et al. 2016). In general, having undocumented parents makes it more likely that children will live in poverty and experience developmental delays due to parents’ lack of access to resources available to US citizen parents (Suárez-Orozco et al. 2011; Yoshikawa 2011; Yoshikawa and Kalil 2011). Children of undocumented parents are also more likely than others to experience high levels of food insecurity (Van Hook and Balistreri 2004) and long-term poverty from childhood through adolescence (Capps et al. 2016: 6).

With as many as half a million parents deported between 2009-2013 (Capps et al. 2015: v), children of undocumented parents are also likely to live in fear of a parent’s deportation and subsequent family separation (Dreby 2012; Rojas-Flores et al. 2016; Zayas 2010). Within the home, legal status may play a role in determining stratified levels of chores, as well as unequal access to healthcare, educational, and travel opportunities (Dreby 2015; Mangual Figueroa 2012; Menjívar and Abrego 2009). Along with various social institutions, the legal system that adjudicates applications for legal permanent residency centers the needs of US citizens, often without regard to the well-being of undocumented or legally insecure relatives (Gomberg-Muñoz 2016). The condition of illegality, however, spills over to affect all members of mixed-status families (Abrego 2016; Rodriguez 2018), so how do US citizen children in these families navigate the contradictions of inclusion and exclusion?

Empirically, this article contributes to the literature on the production of illegality by extending the analytical lens to US citizen members of mixed-status families. Theoretically, I contribute to the vast literature on citizenship by pointing to a need to examine citizenship relationally to identify mechanisms that translate legal status into legal consciousness. This approach confirms that citizenship is multilayered and contradictory, fractured and uneven, with illusory rights for members of marginalized groups (Brandzel 2016; Hörschelmann and El Refaie 2014). What I find, however, is that the social construction of citizenship, as expressed through legal consciousness, is developed most prominently in relation to others. While all members of society may help inform citizens’ legal consciousness about their juridical category, I argue that the narratives and experiences of loved ones are particularly meaningful—especially for those whose relatives are targeted by harsh laws and enforcement practices.

Methods and Data

To access the narratives about intimate family life and legal consciousness, I draw on 100 in-depth interviews of an ongoing project conducted between July 2013 and December 2015 with members of mixed-status families from El Salvador, Guatemala, and Mexico residing in the greater Los Angeles
area. Importantly, Los Angeles is a traditional immigrant destination with multiple generations of Latino immigrants who are central to the social fabric of the city (Abrego and Schmalzbauer 2018). Geographic context, even across neighborhoods in this vast metropolis, but especially across cities and states of the United States, likely affects how undocumented immigrants and mixed-status families develop their legal consciousness (Abrego 2013; Dreby and Schmalzbauer 2013; Licona and Maldonado 2014; Marrow 2011; Schmalzbauer 2014). Two research assistants and I located and interviewed one DACA recipient and one or two relatives with different legal statuses per family in neighborhoods of Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and Orange County. We each conducted about a third of the interviews. Interviewees include mostly DACA recipients, followed by undocumented parents, nine US citizen siblings, a few documented parents, and a few undocumented older siblings—all of whom were 18 years of age or older. We carried out the interviews in the preferred language of participants—in Spanish, English, or a mix of the two. The conversations were recorded and transcribed in the language spoken.

Based entirely on study participants’ availability, we conducted interviews with individuals separately, in pairs, or in groups of three per family, as was most convenient for them. In other work that I am developing, I explore the incredibly rich and textured information about family practices and experiences from different perspectives that this approach revealed. For the purposes of this article, however, I do not have sufficient data to systematically analyze legal consciousness of US citizenship as it may have varied by the number of people and the legal statuses represented during each interview.

I am an immigrant and throughout my life, my extended family has included a number of mixed-status nuclear units. This makes me intimately familiar with many of the experiences I analyze here. Most importantly, however, I have been conducting research in this area over the past 17 years, immersing myself in a number of meetings, community events, and discussions organized by members of the immigrant rights movement. My participation in these spaces has provided access to relevant narratives and unique stories that I use to contextualize my research. My institution’s Internal Review Board approved the project. In the IRB application, I detail the vast history of community engagement that permits me to enter these spaces. Leaders often recognize me or know my work, so they trust that I will keep their identities anonymous and their actions safe. Indeed, I consider it my ethical duty to prioritize their anonymity, safety, and full humanity in every piece of writing and in every presentation of the work.

The two research assistants—a doctoral student and an advanced undergraduate student—helped me locate and interview participants for this project. Though rooted in different geographical and demographic communities of the greater Los Angeles area, both are Mexican immigrants and leaders in different sectors of the immigrant rights movement. Their participation in activist spaces vastly strengthened the data collection process because they were able to include participants with a wide variety of experiences.

I did not set out to examine the experiences of US citizens in mixed-status families. Rather, in a project about how DACA affected families of recipients, when I sat down to conduct interviews with various members of these mixed-status families, I noticed that US citizen siblings were often more visibly emotional than their relatives when they spoke. They cried and struggled to express their thoughts about the inequalities within their families. Their behavior differed notably from their undocumented or DACA recipient relatives who were generally highly aware of and able to easily articulate how their status shaped their lives. US citizens, on the other hand, noted that they had not had many opportunities to discuss their feelings and observations. For most, the interview was the first time they expressed these thoughts out loud. After confirming this pattern in the interviews conducted by the two research assistants, in an inductive
manner I centered US citizen narratives to develop an analysis about the processes of relational legal consciousness of citizenship.

My analysis follows a constructivist grounded theory approach (Charmaz 2000). Along with two other research assistants, we used Dedoose to establish codes that were theory-driven, but also coded line by line in search of emerging themes. The inductive part of this process, in conjunction with our regular check-ins about the study, and the writing and review of memos led to our sustained analysis of citizens’ legal consciousness in mixed-status families.

**Legal Consciousness of US Citizens in Mixed-Status Families**

To examine the processes of relational legal consciousness of US citizens, it is necessary to first provide the mixed-status family context in which these US citizens live. In a historical moment marked by record numbers of deportations, immigrants live with great fear of deportation and family separation (Abrego et al. 2017). Because citizenship is the only status that can best protect them from forced expulsion, the value of this juridical category is heightened. Moreover, as social welfare policies become increasingly exclusionary, undocumented and otherwise liminally legal immigrants who cannot access healthcare and other social services value citizenship even more; they come to see it as the solution to all their problems. Through dozens of interactions and in many interviews, I have heard immigrants locate the source of all privilege within the formal legal status of citizenship. Presuming that as Latino immigrants they will likely always face discrimination based on race, they minimize other forms of exclusion (including by gender, sexuality, religion, and ability) to instead understand everyone’s progress in the US mostly through the lens of legal status. Such an approach can powerfully shape experiences of citizenship for US citizens, especially within the intimate space of family (see also Mangual Figueroa 2012).

**Processes of Relationality in Mixed-Status Families**

In this section, I draw on the narratives of undocumented parents, undocumented siblings, and siblings with DACA to begin to demonstrate the relational processes that inform legal consciousness of the juridical category of citizenship within mixed-status families. Hector is a 23-year-old community college student and a worker at a non-profit organization. His parents migrated from Mexico to Los Angeles, leaving Hector and his brother when they were only toddlers. Once in the United States, the parents had one more child. It took the nine years to gather the financial resources to be able to attain housing and cover the cost of travel for both Hector and his brother to reunite with the family in Los Angeles. As Helia, their mother, recounted:

Yes, well, imagine that it was a lot of happiness, but also lots of clashes between the one born here and the ones not born here. So there were lots of differences… For us [her and her partner], it was great happiness. We only cared that we were all finally together and we didn’t care about what we would eat tomorrow, we cared about being together. That’s what was important to us.

Thrilled to finally be reunited and living in one country, under the same roof, Helia wanted to focus on their being together, but she later realized that the family separation and the different statuses meant that there would be inequalities within their home:

We saw it with our kids. Heidi, well, she had opportunities because she was born here, she could apply for scholarships and apply for aid from the government and we would see that our other kids, they had the desire, but it’s not until now [with DACA] that they’re able to get insurance and a work permit and so we see the change…. To us, they were the same, but we could see the differences play out.
From the children’s perspective, Hector recalled arriving in the United States and taking several years to adapt to being with his family. One summer during high school, Heidi—the only US citizen in the family—had an opportunity to travel to visit family in another state. Hector and his brother wanted to go on this trip, as well, but they were not allowed. They were confused about why their younger sister would have this opportunity, but they were not permitted:

So my dad explained to us, “You guys are different. Even though you go to the same school and do the same thing, you guys are different. You cannot go to places that she can go. You can’t do what she can do.” And the way he explained it, he was really messed up in a way, but it was the most honest way to say it. Pretty much nos dijo, “Ella nació aquí y tú no naciste aquí. Tú no tienes los mismos derechos.” I perfectly understood, but it was messed up.

Mixed-status families learn to communicate that there are legal distinctions among them, often without referring to legal status (Mangual Figueroa 2012). As families increasingly come up against uneven access to opportunities and services, parents’ decisions unavoidably also reproduce inequalities (Dreby 2015). They then try to explain the structural context as best as they can without harming the undocumented children. In the process, US citizen children like Heidi come to understand that the citizenship juridical category is associated with more rights than those of other members of their family.

Conflicting Aspirations for US Citizens

Another powerful relational mechanism that informs US citizens’ legal consciousness is their relatives’ often unrealistically high expectations of them. This was evident in the interview with Lorenzo’s (US citizen) undocumented father, Luis, and his older sister, Laura, a DACA recipient. Note that the family is working class and they struggle financially at times. Laura stated that she indeed had high expectations of Lorenzo because she perceived him as “having everything.” She admitted that as a family, “we pressure him, [tell him to] ‘take advantage, don’t just be like nothing.’ He is like our voice.” Not only must US citizens make effective use of their perceived advantages, but they are also sometimes expected to be the “voice” of the family, representing the family’s future and their hopes of well-being through citizenship’s legally-sanctioned presence and agency in the country.

Their father, Luis, added:

…we do pressure him just a little bit, precisely because of what [Laura’s] saying, that he has everything he needs to get ahead. He has it all like on a silver platter as we say in Mexico… He’s a citizen. Thank God he is not in need of anything else, he has it all. I don’t know what more he could want.

Family members who struggle through the various limiting consequences of undocumented or otherwise liminal legal statuses perceive US citizenship as the end goal, the answer to all problems. Inaccessible to them into the foreseeable future, citizenship takes on a heightened and idealized significance in their understanding of requirements for stability and success in the United States. Also, because they have been able to survive, sometimes even thrive, while also being undocumented, they are likely to minimize or even erase from their narrative the experiences and consequences of racism, sexism, classism, and all forms of structural violence that so powerfully exclude marginalized groups from full inclusion. Undocumented and DACAmented members of these families tend to construct a logic that suggests that their ability to survive without citizenship is proof that US citizens, because they do not have the same legal obstacles, must always be more successful. In the process, and as I will demonstrate in a later section of the article, they set up what are often unrealistic expectations for US citizens in general, and for the US citizens in their families, in particular.
When US citizens do not live up to the higher expectations, there is a common response from the undocumented and liminally legal members of their family. Undocumented and DACAmented sisters, Ofelia and Olga, for example, described some of the tensions they lived through with their younger US citizen brother, Omar. Ofelia said, “sometimes for my brother [being in a mixed-status family was] a little difficult because I don’t want to say we have a grudge but [we are] a little resentful sometimes because he didn’t take the opportunities.” While the undocumented sisters made a significant effort to attend school and work to support the family, Omar went through a “rebellious” stage and it took him years to come around to finish high school. Olga explained:

Yeah, he’s a really smart kid, just sometimes his decisions weren’t the best and we would just reiterate, “You have opportunities. We don’t understand why you’re not taking them. If we were in your place we would take them.” So I think it was always that like, “if you were in our shoes, you would think differently. If we were in your shoes, we would definitely try, and then some.” So I think it’s always been that.

From the perspective of undocumented siblings and parents who have to work extra hard in the face of explicitly higher obstacles, it is difficult to understand why any US citizen would not take advantage of all the opportunities legally afforded by their citizenship. These constant reminders about their relative and idealized privileges become part of the relational processes that inform US citizen members of mixed-stats families’ development of their legal consciousness about citizenship.

High expectations for US citizens can come in various forms. In one family, for example, the parents decided to teach their first US citizen child, Antonio, to drive at a very early age. By the time he was 13, he was driving 60 miles round-trip weekly to purchase what they needed wholesale for their family informal business. His undocumented mother, Alicia, explained to me that this made the most sense for the family because these trips were crucial for their vending business and if the police were to stop them, at least they would not deport Antonio the way they would deport the undocumented members of the family. As Alicia described their situation, she said, the children “have had to mature, in a certain way, before their time because they’ve been driving since before it was their time to drive. And my children are part of the life we’ve had to live…” The same risks and responsibilities that come with “illegality” are shared with the US citizens in the family for their collective survival.

Family narratives and expectations, therefore, play an important role in shaping US citizen children’s legal consciousness about their juridical category. As I will demonstrate in a later section of the article, though not of their choosing, their citizenship grants privileges, responsibilities, and idealized expectations that grow to feel overwhelming in the minds of some of these young adults.

Keeping Secrets, Fearing Deportation, Recognizing Structural Privilege

At the same time that parents and siblings are telling children of their US citizen privileges and responsibilities, the things that are left unsaid may be equally or more influential in shaping children’s legal consciousness regarding US citizenship. Children learn from watching others. In all families, even when parents do not verbally explain what is going on, children may be picking up cues and building patterns in their mind to make sense of their worlds. This is certainly true among US citizen children in mixed-status families. Even when parents try not to discuss their own legal status, children are likely to pick up on their parents’ fear of interacting with police and ultimately of the potential for forced family separation through detention and deportation (Dreby 2015).

Sixteen-year-old US citizen, Jacqueline, for example, is the daughter of an undocumented single mother. Though she did not grow up hearing her mother talk openly about her fears of forced family separation, Jacqueline picked
up the cues by witnessing her mother’s reactions to radio announcements about DUI checkpoints:

The hardest part of being a daughter to an undocumented mother is that sometimes we can’t do things because she gets scared of being deported. Sometimes I feel as if I was illegal [sic] too because I am always looking for border patrol agents… Usually the Spanish radio stations alert the community about any activities that could put undocumented people in danger. When I’m in school I can’t concentrate because I don’t know if she will be coming home.

Knowledge and fear of the current immigration regime’s targeting of immigrants seeps into Jacqueline’s life within and outside of family. Understanding that this should not affect her as a US citizen, she notes that she sometimes feels as though she, too, were undocumented. Her US citizenship, while it should protect her and grant her full inclusion in the United States, does nothing to mitigate the fear of losing her mother on US soil. In this situation, her legal consciousness as a US citizen is informed by an inability to protect her mother.

Similarly, 20-year-old US citizen Nayeli discusses how her undocumented father’s experience has shaped her own self-formation. Nayeli grew up on the outskirts of a touristic area of Southern California, with few other Latino neighbors. Although her mother is a US citizen, the family had been unable to apply for her father’s residency due to the 10-year bar that would separate the family (Gomberg-Muñoz 2016; Pallares 2014). Her mother, therefore, warned Nayeli never to discuss her father’s status with friends. As Nayeli described, asking a child to keep a secret to protect a parent can have long-term consequences in their lives. When asked what is the most difficult thing about being in a mixed-status family, Nayeli responded:

The silence and having not to talk about it… It’s been hard because when it comes to talking about it with people that I trust, it’s hard just to even talk about it. It’s hard for me to even admit that my father is undocumented. I’ve kept it a secret for so long, and I feel like it’s my secret and I don’t want to tell people about it. It’s the way I internalize it. We do it to protect my dad.

She shared during the interview that she had difficulty developing close relationships with people because she was afraid to accidentally say something that may put her father in danger. Even though she is a US citizen, her legal consciousness about her juridical status is shaped by the heavy burden of this secret, such that it forced her to close herself off socially in ways that prevented her full social development as a young woman.

Twenty-one-year-old Cesar is the first in his family to be born in the United States. His parents and older brother were undocumented throughout his childhood and early adulthood. During our interview, in response to my questions about his experiences growing up in a mixed-status family, he was adamant that US citizenship did not protect him from the fear he witnessed in his parents, “As a child, I’d be in the car with my father and we’d see the police and I felt the same fear he felt. We’d be in the car and my father drove perfectly so that no one would stop him.” Without his father having to explain what was going on, Cesar was able to witness the fear evident in his father’s perfect driving and likely tense body movements around police. Cesar’s legal consciousness about citizenship, therefore, is one of shared vulnerability. Notably, even in an arguably immigrant-friendly city and neighborhood, mixed-status families experience great fear of authorities. It is likely that these experiences are more frequent and pronounced in other parts of the country with smaller populations of immigrants and people of color (Licona and Maldonado 2014; Schmalzbauer 2014).

As they get older and especially if they have an undocumented older sibling, US citizens in mixed-status families become more acutely aware of their families’ legal inequalities and their own privilege. This is particularly true when
undocumented older siblings struggle with college access and completion (Abrego 2006). Nineteen-year-old Robert, for example, was the first in his family to be born in the United States. Though he admitted that he was mostly unaware of what it meant for his sister, Rosa, and his parents to be undocumented during his childhood, things changed when his sister reached college age:

[The reality of the consequences of undocumented status] mainly hit after [Rosa] finished high school, when she realized she was stuck because she can’t get financial aid. She can’t get help for school. She spent a lot of years in the community college because she couldn’t, even though she had all the units to transfer, she didn’t have the funds to do it…. [M]e, on the other hand, it was kind of, what are my options? And where can I go? Because I knew that I was going to get help, pretty much because the counselors told me since we aren’t really in the best financial shape.

The transition after high school is starkly different for citizen and undocumented students. Even in the same family and despite the same financial need, only the US citizens (or legally permanent residents, or, in some states, DACA recipients) will be able to access a full range of financial options that make college attendance and completion affordable and plausible. By this stage, younger US citizen siblings are old enough to understand the legal and financial obstacles that set undocumented siblings on a difficult path, especially in comparison to their own. It is at this juncture that many US citizens become cognizant of their own structural privileges in ways that, as I will detail in the next section, deeply impact their own and their families’ futures. Notably, California is one of few states that now offer state-based financial aid for undocumented and DACAmented college students. The barriers are likely felt more intensely in the majority of the country where undocumented college students are ineligible for aid.

Whether through their relatives’ narratives or by witnessing loved ones’ fear, US citizen children in mixed-status families understand that they could potentially be forcibly separated from their families. This shared fear, in turn, powerfully communicates to them that their US citizenship during childhood and adolescence is meaningless in contributing toward a goal of family protection and well-being. Similarly, by observing their undocumented older siblings’ educational and financial struggles, US citizens learn first-hand their unequal access to rights and opportunities. Through these family experiences, they come to develop a legal consciousness of citizenship that decreases the potential, and sometimes the desire, for full inclusion into the United States. In grappling with these realities, it is understandable that in some cases their legal consciousness leads them to resist various aspects of their citizenship.

**Resisting Citizenship**

Being members of these families during a historical moment of heightened criminalization and vulnerability means that these US citizens are especially sensitive when they witness and personally experience their families’ fears and dehumanization at the hands of politicians, law enforcement, and media. Many US citizens in this study talked about the pain they felt at witnessing their families’ struggles. Antonio is a case in point.

Antonio’s undocumented parents work very hard to provide for their children. His mother, who was diagnosed with diabetes years ago, is not eligible for health insurance and does not have the money to pay for preventative care at private clinics. When she had a toe infection, the family relied on home remedies for days, refusing to go to the emergency room until the pain became unbearable. By then, it was too late; doctors amputated her toe. This experience weighed heavily on the family as concrete and embodied proof of the injustice of immigration laws. Interestingly, when I asked Antonio about what it meant to have undocumented family members, he resisted the term, “undocumented” and
through his language tried to justify their right to be in the United States: “my parents at least have been here for a long time, so this is their land now and I don’t see my sister or my parents as undocumented.” As our conversation continued, I asked him what it was like to be a member of a mixed-status family and his response underscored the harshest situations he’s had to witness:

well my mom’s situation, illness…. when she gets sick, we want to take her to the doctor and everything but then she doesn’t want to because of money…. because she doesn’t have any medical insurance…. And then my dad doesn’t have his papers so he has to get paid under the table…. until DACA came out, at least now my sister will get financial aid.11 She couldn’t because she was undocumented, so that kind of hurt because I’m going to get financial aid and my sister doesn’t.

Antonio’s list of the various forms of physical and structural suffering that his undocumented loved ones go through reveals his associated sense of guilt and pain at having to witness this while knowing that he has more rights and opportunities than them. It is no wonder that he symbolically and rhetorically resists the label of undocumented for them. His words, in fact, suggest a desire to extend the legalization, protection, and rights of his juridical category to his loved ones.12

Resistance to the inequalities created by the legal statuses in their families can take various forms. Importantly, while family members’ experiences are stratified by legal status, race and class inequalities can simultaneously weigh heavily on their life chances. For example, schools have historically excluded Latino students and even education professionals have often perceived Latinos as intellectually inferior (Flores 2017; Ochoa 2013). In this context, Latino students’ resistance can include a determination to defy stereotypes of low academic performance. Some US citizens’ legal consciousness, therefore, moves them to resist by taking on many responsibilities to live up to a form of what education scholar, Vivian Louie, refers to as the “immigrant bargain” (Louie 2012)—that motivates children of immigrants to excel academically as a way to repay their immigrant parents’ many sacrifices. Without a critical perspective on the structural source of their suffering, however, others resist their juridical categories by making decisions that will minimize their own privileges, even when the outcome is not helpful for themselves or the family.

Resistance Through Deep Dedication to the Immigrant Bargain

When families communicated openly about their legal inequalities and when they tried to assign different, complementary roles for everyone, US citizens found ways to make the most of their privileges by taking on great responsibility and defying negative stereotypes. Antonio, for example, began to drive at the age of 13 to minimize his parents’ risk of being stopped by police while driving. He also started working during high school to help his older undocumented sister pay for tuition. At the age of 16, Jacqueline asked friends and their parents to help her learn to drive to also take on this role for her family. Omar tried to establish credit as soon as he turned 18 to be able to serve as the financial liaison for his family. Isadora worked with her undocumented sister, Ilse, to apply for and win a large multi-year nationally competitive scholarship only available to US citizens. With these funds, and through her decision to initially forgo a four-year college to save money, she was able to cover housing and tuition for both of them while she attended community college. In each case, US citizens in mixed-status families are aware of what their juridical category makes them eligible for and they consciously seek out opportunities that will benefit undocumented members of their families.

Their decisions about schooling, work, driving, credit, and scholarships are guided by their legal consciousness of citizenship as added responsibility that is deeply based in their love for their family and their sense of guilt. For example,
when Lorenzo introduced himself at the outset of the interview, he stated his name, where he was born, and where he attended school. Without any further prompting, he said, “I am 18 years old and I feel that I have to achieve a lot to make my father and my mother’s life easier.” When asked more directly about his experience in a mixed-status family, he responded, “I feel like I have to do everything for them, when I get my license I would drive my dad everywhere so nothing bad would happen and I would just help them in any way I can… I just feel like I am here to help them.” And when asked about his future goals, he said, “I want to finish school, I don’t know what I want to do yet, but I want to make a difference somehow, and make a lot of money, and make my parents not have to worry about anything anymore, and just take care of anything I can.” While some readers may consider this approach to merely reproduce the myth of the “American Dream,” I argue that Lorenzo’s responses speak more to his ingrained sense of debt to his parents than to a loyalty to neoliberal forms of success. To make up for being the only US citizen in his family, Lorenzo lists the concrete acts and decisions he has made to offset some of his parents’ hardships as undocumented immigrants. Earlier in the article, his sister, Laura, described him as being the family’s “voice,” and, indeed, Lorenzo suggests that he feels his entire life’s purpose is to make their life better.

A few years after witnessing his undocumented sister, Rosa, struggle to complete community college, Robert entered an engineering program at the California State University. He discussed how he tried to use the situation of inequality in his family to motivate himself to work through the challenges, “[W]hen I would struggle, I would realize I can’t fail because I’m the one with all the opportunities. And so, doing anything else than what I can is kind of a slap in the face to me and the family. I kind of had that incentive to drive me.” Trying to interpret the added stress and high expectations as motivation, Robert thinks that anything less than college graduation would be a “slap in the face” for his family. He is doing his part to excel and offset some of his family’s legal obstacles, but it is evident in his words, and those of other US citizens in this study, that they are participating in an especially high-pressure immigrant bargain. I argue that in a context that negatively stereotypes Latino students and denies them educational resources to succeed, disregarding stereotypes and defying odds constitute a form of resistance.

Resistance to Citizenship Privilege

Other US citizens expressed that they felt overwhelmed by the guilt and high expectations. In these cases, their legal consciousness of citizenship led them to make decisions that, while minimizing their privilege, did not necessarily improve the family’s situation. At the time of our interview, the petition to legalize Cesar’s parents had recently been approved and his older brother had been granted DACA. Cesar underscores throughout the interview how intimately he, too, had lived through fear of family separation, “I always lived with that same fear of everything, as if I were the target. I never felt immune to what happens to immigrants…. because we are a close family…. I never felt completely like a citizen until now, now that nothing and nobody can kick them out.”13 Rooted in his love for his family, three of whom were undocumented throughout his childhood, Cesar develops a legal consciousness about his citizenship that resists citizenship’s associated privileges. In an effort to express solidarity with his loved ones, but also with the purpose of distancing himself from the benefits presumed to come with citizenship, Cesar is only willing to embrace and identify with his citizenship when all members of his family are safe from potential deportation.

In Cesar’s case, however, his practices of resistance to citizenship had substantial consequences at a crucial juncture in his life. Like his older undocumented brother, Camilo, Cesar was a stellar student. In fact, they had a healthy competition all their lives to see who was the best student, the brightest
of the sons. Camilo, who was two years older than Cesar, experienced great hardships as an undocumented student. Though he graduated from high school at the top of his class and was admitted to the University of California, attendance was difficult because his family could not afford tuition and state laws at the time did not allow for access to state financial aid. He applied to and won multiple private scholarships and was able to pay for his first year, but the four-hour daily bus commute and constant financial insecurity pushed him out. He started and stopped multiple times and his family witnessed his emotional challenges as he struggled tremendously to accomplish his goals. Ultimately, it took Camilo 6 years to graduate from college.

His brother Cesar, the first US citizen in the family, was paying close attention. Cesar began to understand his citizenship in relation to his undocumented brother’s struggles:

I’ve always felt a type of pressure. I have to do everything Camilo does and I have to do it better than him because I do have the resources to go to a university, to get financial aid, to live on campus, to have my housing covered. I always had the pressure of feeling like I have to do something because he can’t do it, and I have to do it better because I can.

In effect, Cesar provided a list of all the things his US citizenship affords him—precisely the things out of reach for Camilo when he was an undocumented student. The pressure Cesar described, therefore, is rooted in his ability to access the resources that his brother could not. Not knowing how to navigate his citizenship privileges, when it came time to go to college, even though he was accepted at multiple universities, Cesar opted not to go. When I interviewed him, he had been out of high school for three years and had worked a series of service sector jobs. As he explained:

I think the pressure of trying to perform a lot better than people without citizenship or any type of identification for this country, I think it’s a lot of pressure for a person. And I think it’s pressure that most people won’t understand because it’s pressure of having the advantage. The only comparison I could think of is a sports team that should win a game and doesn’t. And it’s like you have an advantage but it doesn’t mean you are going to finish first.

The mix of guilt and higher expectations associated with his juridical category led Cesar to resist some of the privileges that are associated with his citizenship. He admitted during the interview that this was not a wise decision, but now that his parents and older brother had more legal protections, he had signed up for community college classes and planned to get back on track with his education.

It appeared, at the time of the interview, that Cesar was veered away from his educational goals for only about three years until his parents and his brother gained some legal stability through legalization and DACA, respectively. In other families, the guilt and other emotions associated with citizenship status can have deeper and more long-term consequences in people’s lives. Such was the case with 20-year-old Isabel, the only US citizen in her family. Her mother, Irene, was undocumented, as were her two older siblings. Because Irene had to work two jobs to support the family, Isabel spent most of her time with Ingrid, her sibling, 8 years her senior. Ingrid had attended and graduated from the University of California. It took her seven years to complete college because at the time, she could not access any form of financial aid and like others in her pre-California Dream Act cohorts, she struggled emotionally, financially, and socially to complete her schooling.

Even though Isabel witnessed her sister struggling to make it through college, the family tried to protect Isabel and not talk much about their various legal statuses. Therefore, Isabel was very confused when her beloved older sister, Ingrid, was unable to return to the US following one lawyer’s faulty advice to try to legalize her status by leaving and reentering the country. It took seven months
for Ingrid to be admitted back in and this was especially difficult for Isabel who Ingrid described as going, “into a deep depression when I was in Mexico and she started getting straight F’s and then she was pushed out and going to continuation school and she hasn’t graduated yet so we’re trying to get her back but she’s like in and out of her depression.” Years after this incident, US citizen, Isabel, struggled emotionally to make sense of her loved ones’ statuses. As she explained to me in a separate interview:

I didn’t realize what was going on until [Ingrid] got deported... She took me to school, she raised me, so when she left I kind of got in a lot of trouble and I ran away and I got suspended... I feel like since I have it easier I feel like I’m expected to do more but then sometimes Ingrid has worked a lot harder for it and I think she would deserve it a lot more than me.

Having witnessed the various struggles her sister went through and finally understanding the inequalities created by their different juridical categories, Isabel developed a legal consciousness of citizenship based in guilt. Feeling undeserving of her enhanced legal rights, Isabel’s legal consciousness led her to resist her citizenship by making poor educational decisions that would, in turn, minimize her privileges. It is noteworthy that Isabel believes Ingrid “deserves” citizenship more than she does. Citizenship, in Isabel’s understanding, should be earned and her sister’s hard work should have qualified her for the juridical category and its associated benefits. Without the tools to locate her family’s suffering in the production of illegality and unable to fix the situation for her sister, Isabel internalizes the unjust inequality of her mixed-status family by being uncomfortable with her own citizenship. Subsumed by guilt and depression, her actions harm her own health and future.

**Implications and Conclusion**

US citizenship, while it should only determine “who is a member of the modern state, who can participate, and what form that can take” (Rocco 2014: xxviii), is fractured and uneven for members of marginalized groups (Brandzel 2016; Glenn 2000). Race, class, gender, and ability are among the characteristics that shape experiences of citizenship (Engel and Munger 2003; Glenn 2002; Oboler 2006; Rocco 2014), such that formal nationality is not the only legal fact that matters (Bosniak 2006). The lived experience of citizenship, in which researchers examine how people navigate complex structural inequalities, forms the basis of many important studies (Gomberg-Muñoz 2016; Holston 2009; Hörschelmann and El Refaie 2014; Maira 2004; Rocco 2014; Schwertz 2016). More than lived experiences of citizenship, however, this article explores the legal consciousness, or popular understandings that draw dialectically on laws and social life, that US citizens develop about their juridical category. Although citizenship should, from a normative perspective, inspire a legal consciousness based in a sense of full belonging, interviews with US citizen children in mixed-status families reveal that their legal consciousness is much more complex.

In a social, legal, and political context that dehumanizes undocumented and liminally legal immigrants and blocks them from crucial educational, economic, health, and social service resources, their US citizen relatives are not immune. This article examines how US citizens in mixed-status families come to understand their juridical category relationally through their conversations with and close observations of loved ones. Cognizant of their legal obstacles, undocumented immigrants idealize the category of citizenship as providing everything needed to succeed in the US. They emphasize to their US citizen children and younger siblings that as citizens, they need to take advantage of the rights and opportunities afforded to them while communicating incredibly high expectations that fail to account for racism, sexism, and other forms of structural
exclusion. These expectations inform US citizens’ legal consciousness of citizenship as great responsibility and sometimes as immense pressure.

Just as importantly and even when undocumented members of mixed-status families do not express their sentiments about their status and vulnerability, US citizens develop their legal consciousness through living with and observing the realities of life for their loved ones. Throughout their childhood, and especially into their adolescence, US citizen children learn to fear police while driving; listen closely to the radio’s warnings about DUI checkpoints that may lead to their parents’ detention; and pay attention to the unequal access they have to higher education compared to their older undocumented siblings. Witnessing their loved ones’ suffering is difficult and informs their legal consciousness in ways that make them feel alienated from their own citizenship, filling them with a desire to resist its associated privileges.

In cases where citizens and families have structural support and clear understandings of how to complement each other’s roles in the family, US citizens resist internal legal inequalities by defying the odds, making the most of their privileges, and sharing the benefits with their undocumented relatives. For example, they may drive or serve as the financial liaison for the family from a very young age. They may also work or apply for financial aid only eligible to US citizens to then share the resources with older, undocumented siblings. In these ways, they are able to live up to a type of heightened “immigrant bargain” (Louie 2012) to repay their parents and older siblings not only for their sacrifices, but also to compensate for their blocked access to resources.

In some cases, however, the expectations are too high and the inequalities too painful, and without a structural analysis of reasons for their families’ suffering, US citizens may develop a legal consciousness that deems their citizenship unbearable. Overwhelmed by the pressure and the guilt, they not only express a sense of non-belonging, but they sometimes also forgo higher education or well-paid employment – precisely the benefits only available to them. In these cases, their form of resistance proves to be damaging both to their own and to their families’ well-being.

In all cases, family and loved ones’ experiences were central to study participants’ development of legal consciousness, thus pointing to a need to examine both legal consciousness and citizenship relationally. That is, citizenship and its associated legal consciousness are developed through interactions and communication with others. Specifically, US citizens in mixed-status families make sense of their juridical category when they navigate unrealistic aspirations from relatives; maintain silence about undocumented family members’ legal status; manage their fear of family separation through deportation; and take on financial and logistical responsibilities prematurely to help relatives. In each of these ways, family proves to be a key site for the social and relational production of citizenship because while all members of society may help inform citizens’ legal consciousness, the narratives, expectations, untold fears, and limiting experiences of loved ones most prominently played a role. At its core, then, US citizen members of mixed-status families develop a legal consciousness based on lived experiences of privilege, responsibility, and guilt – and all of these are rooted in the love they feel for their families.

These cases demonstrate that legal violence – the suffering that is generated, maintained, and justified by immigration policies (Menjívar and Abrego 2012) – powerfully affects not just undocumented and liminally legal immigrants, but also US citizens in their midst (Rodriguez 2018). In fact, the record rates of detention and deportation are having a decidedly negative impact on US citizen children’s emotional well-being (Dreby 2012; Rojas-Flores et al. 2016), forcing children to navigate life without parents in the US, on the one hand, or the educational institutions in their parents’ home countries (Hamann et al. 2010; Zayas and Bradlee 2014), on the other. Along with these scholars’
findings, my study suggests a need for policymakers to consider additional protections for US citizen members of mixed-status families, particularly in the development and enforcement of immigration policy.

Recognizing these difficult circumstances and needs, over the last decade, the immigrant rights movement has increasingly included the voices of US citizen children in their actions. Children carry signs at various marches that read, “Please Don’t Split Up My Family” or “Obama, Don’t Deport My Momma.” These signs serve as reminders that undocumented immigrants are not only workers, but also parents and family members of people who will also suffer the consequences of deportation. The anti-immigrant bloc (Gonzales 2013) certainly draws on this through their vile use of the term “anchor baby” to refer to children of undocumented immigrants who are conferred citizenship through the 14th Amendment. In my work, I aim to extend the usefulness of research beyond the realm of academic production to consider how it may help inform current practices. In this case, my findings suggest that US citizen children should play a role in the immigrant rights movement, though perhaps the discourse should not revolve solely around their more highly valued status (despite the fact that US immigration laws also emphasize citizens’ rights above those of immigrants). Rather, as made clear in this study, US citizens in mixed-status families are more likely to be empowered when they are educated about the structural inequalities that determine their families’ experiences. They are more likely to develop a legal consciousness of citizenship as a useful privilege and manageable responsibility when they play a complementary role to their loved ones. Without reproducing the inequalities and higher expectations of citizenship, the immigrant rights movement stands to benefit from the energy and dedication of US citizens who want an opportunity to fight for the full recognition of their loved ones’ humanity.
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1 The 14th Amendment of the US constitution grants citizenship to “[a]ll persons born or naturalized in the United States,” thereby legally incorporating children of immigrants, regardless of parents’ place of birth or legal status. In moments of heightened xenophobia, discussions about reinterpreting the 14th Amendment to exclude children of undocumented immigrants abound, but no attempts to date have been successful.

2 DACA is an Executive Action carried out initially by President Obama in June 2012. It grants certain undocumented 1.5 generation immigrants protections from deportation, state-issued ID, and a work permit for a period of two years.

3 Legally unstable immigrants include those who are not Legal Permanent Residents or Naturalized immigrants. In the United States, this includes those with Temporary Protected Status, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, and multiple humanitarian visas (Abrego and Lakhani 2015).

4 While the phenomenon of relational citizenship regularly occurs between an individual and the state (see Bloemraad 2018), here I am using relational to signal intersubjectivities between individuals and families.

5 The Trump Administration announced its decision to rescind the DACA program in September 2017, but at the time of this writing, the courts have upheld the program. Although no new applications may be filed, prior recipients have been allowed to renew their DACA standing through the Fall of 2018. See: https://www.nilc.org/issues/daca/daca-litigation-timeline/ (Accessed on September 22, 2018).

6 I say “arguably,” because DACA is technically not a legal status. (See: (Cobb 2013)) However, even if only temporarily, the lived experiences of access to new resources and protections generate experiences that are similar enough to mixed-status families that they merit such an analytical approach. See: (Abrego 2018)

7 The fact that the project was designed around the recruitment of DACA recipients also means that, given the executive action’s age limits, the US citizens in this study are young adults. Along with the processes of relationality that I lay out in this piece, it is also to be expected that study participants’ perspectives about citizenship are informed by their stage in the life course.
With few exceptions (see Dreby 2015; Rodriguez 2018), we know little about the experiences of adult members of mixed-status families. Future research should explore how other factors, such as race, class, sexuality, and ability play a role in the experiences and legal consciousness of US citizen members of mixed-status families across the life span.

Pretty much, he said, “She was born here and you were not born here. You don’t have the same rights.”

Though we did not meet to interview Jacqueline, she was present as we interviewed her mother and sibling, and offered a few comments during the conversation.

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) has provided work permits and some protection from deportation for eligible undocumented youth, thereby lessening some of the unequal access to educational and employment opportunities between US citizen and undocumented siblings. See: (Abrego 2018)

As one anonymous reviewer noted, mixed-status families likely share similar emotions and stratified forms of exclusion and inclusion in US society. What distinguishes mixed-status families, however, is that the inequalities are established and maintained by the law.

Although it provided much relief to Cesar and his family, DACA is only a temporary solution that, while it certainly improved the educational and professional outlook for many undocumented youth (Abrego 2018), can be terminated through executive power. Indeed, in September 2017, President Trump announced the forthcoming end of the program.

For more information about how contemporary Latino immigrants understand citizenship as an earned status, see Chacón 2018.

Although it is beyond the scope of this article, it is important to note that relational legal consciousness is likely to vary widely for US citizen children in mixed-status families whose members are deported, whether or not children must relocate to their parents’ countries of birth.